
Aug. 4 2012, 13:00 to 19:00 at the Greyton Dump Site

Trash to Treasure is an education, celebration and paradigm shifting event at the local 
dumpsite in Greyton, South Africa. We intend to catalyze change in sustainable 
directions by inaugurating rehabilitation efforts there. Through a series of workshops, 
lectures, and competitions leading up to and during the festival, we will give participants 
a clear view and understanding of how regular waste can serve as a source of wealth, 

instead of polluting our towns, 
roads and environments as it 
usually does.

WORKSHOPS from 13:00 to 
18:00 will include eco-brick 
building, tree yoga, candle 
making, tree planting, up-
cycling, trashion and talks 
about ecological awareness. 

Throughout the afternoon 
guided walks and ‘treasure hunts’ will introduce people to the dump site, and everyone 
will have the chance to experience zero-waste- management and eco-building by 
producing and  building with plastic bottle eco-bricks. Of course there will be a raffle 
and prizes too!

TALKS and PERFORMANCES will include local pioneers and leaders, highlighting the 
changes taking place at our dump and in the community. Performances including a 

trashion fashion show and 
music jam featuring 

upcycled instruments will 
lead into an evening with 

live music from local bands 
including the The Country 
Conquerors as a highlight.

THE INFRASTRUCTURE of 
the festival, namely the 
stage, shade structures and 
composting toilets will for the most part be constructed from tires, plastic, wood, and 
metal, all things we can easily extract from the dump.  Plastic bottle eco-bricks will 
feature prominently as they will not only be used to build structures, but also serve as 
the means for obtaining discounts and raffle tickets.  There will even be a labyrinth.



OUR TRANSITION BUSINESS SHOWCASE and NIGHT MARKET will feature traditional 
arts and crafts as well as a range of cutting edge sustainable technologies and products. 

Food and refreshments will be 
provided by some of our local 
restaurants throughout the event. 
Expect local, organic produce 
served in a tented food court. We 
are negotiating discounts so that, 
you guessed it, stuffed plastic 
bottle eco bricks will be accepted 
at least as co-payment for food 
and drink!

PRIZES will be presented for the winner of the event day eco-brick builder’s raffle and 
the STUFFED BOTTLE BRICK COMPETITION to honor those who contributed the most 

eco-bricks to our pre-event infrastructure building project. Eco-bricks 
for this challenge can be dropped off through July 28th at the 
Transition Town tables: Wednesday at Via’s and Saturday at the 
Conservation Market. Awards will also be given to the best artwork, 
fashion and musical instrument made from upcycled materials.  As a 
special challenge we will seek the local eco brick stuffing champion in 
a timed plastic bottle stuffing race and trial! Prepare!

ECO-BRICKS can be made ahead of time or at the dumpsite. One only needs a stick, a 
plastic bottle and enough un-

recyclable materials to stuff 
the bottles tightly so they can 

be used in construction. 
Normally polluting materials 

such as styrofoam, nylon, 
plastic bags, film or cling wrap 
will therefore disappear from 
our landscape. At the festival 

each brick gets you a ticket to 
the raffle or a vendor discount. 
We also encourage local business owners to accept eco-bricks post festival so as to build 

expansions as well as customer loyalty!

Our event constructions are a part of the DUMP SITE REHABILITATION efforts 
underway at the site, to serve the newly started community owned green waste 
management business and will make the site usable for years to come as a place of 
gathering, celebration and education. 

This is a LOCAL EVENT!  If you can match or contribute funds, 
would like to get involved, visit schools, encourage stuffed plastic 
bottle eco-brick creation, spread the word about our 
competitions, donate prizes or decorations, want to teach classes 
or workshops then please volunteer and contribute to sustainable 
infrastructure here in Greyton, contact Joseph,  
joestodgel  @  gmail  .  com  , at 072-568-4565. 

                                                          
Visit our website for media and updates:                               transgreyton.wordpress.com
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